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PPZFACE
A'

This proposal represents a beginning, an ending and a renewal.

It is a proposal ;of-a new tnree.iyear project. It also represents both a partial

feport on, what five years of day care experience have taught .us, and a renewal in

the sense that we find ourselves getting back in touch with the vision we had fob

day care centers.four and five years ago, but with far greater understanding than

we had at that time.

In. 1969, when we first started the Day Care Congultation Service, working

out of a small storefront office on Broadway and 108th Street, we believed that

community controlled day care centers would'multiply and became a force for social

change;.a force against poverty and oppression. It didn't work out that easily.

We soon began to understand the differences between "community" and parent cofitrol.

We placed additional emphasis on tee participation of parents in the governance of

eenters. Nevertheless, parent and community controlled centers thht were envisioned

to become places to strengthep families and build community found themselves wired

in constant struggles, internal as well as external. Mindless government policies,
4

arbitrary actions and greed tore at the visions people held for their centers.

A few programs turned out to e even more oppressive to children and families than

many of the older-traditional centers.

SoMehow we and the day e movement in New York City had.gotten off the track.

r

It was difficult to maintain 'original vision, and to help others maintain theirs.

It is difficult t pinpoint exactly where, when or how we began to lose sight

of our vision, but we.,are con ced now that it happened because government *aced

ti
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e;_:chasis on day carc ce.terS as in-;ttu'io:s corr,lese..:tings for 'a

riety c: secialis-sto 7..e_mbers of abnor..al inad.equate families --

and not ,:nough em7hasiS on cen-,ers as :laces fo; -"eo,:le (both children .z.nd

adults) -- corvrtable settings in whiel to es17a"olish human relationshits

undezistanding, friendshi-c, an trust in order tosznort and celebrate one another.

This Protosal is --ritten because -e believe tte entire na:tion Lay make-_

the same mistane.

The essential ir-.pact on sociec; of ho- chf1C :are and other family services

aevelon c:ecc-"e be in terms of the inrpact that these programs

have on human rele,ionshi:s. These net- 7rograns can strengthen and

enhance re14.tionshi:2s, or they can further isolate teople,lostering greater and

greater tependency (on professionals, institutions, beauraCracies, or ideologies).

The importance of day care is most often described in terms of the emcloyment

of :7omen or the education of pre-school children. But its imract on society can

be far more profound. The future of day care tan affect all of us -- our ability to

love, to hate, to trust, to value, to exploit, to care for, or to le cared for by

others.

We believe that the-slpt three years will be critical years in the development

of a national chile care policy and eventually a national child care system. The -

national lobby for day care grows in strength and donviction.

and amendments are reintroduced in each session o Congress4

deliberates, more and more women join the work ,'ore, thousands of groups develop new

Child _care bills

While government

de$ care centers and other new child care progr

3: 5

A Senator tests his Presidential



prospects as the champion of the American family. President Nixon tentatively

'supports a negative income tax. Others speak of saving children or preserving

childhood as though they were fOrms of fossil fuel. Muck of this is silliness or

grotesque but it is the stuff that, dreams and .governmeA.policy are often made of.

Bank Street C011ege of Education
March, 1974

NOTE:

Thiq essay was originally written as part of our proposal for funding.

It was also an attempt to gather our thoughts and clarify our vision for a re-

newed effort to support the development of programs that selected family-centered

comprehensive approaches to child care by parent and community groups. We're

grateful to the Day Care and Child Development Council of America for reprinting

it so that we could share it with a wide audience,

We'd like to hear from and exchanv ideas and support with others who share

the vision we have tried to describe.

The Staff
- The Day-Care Consultation Service

Bank Street.College of Education
610 Wept 'law Street
New York, New York 10025
(212) 663-7200

October 1974.
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The centrcl !.ission dcy-care 70'01 is not to
or cte a ---,,orticular arranament
rather to canoa-)tualize a set o: -:rocedures needed
to "evelos enviro2.1.-.ents in t,he h=e,

loy',-_,round, center, and schoal. ;e can conceive
D: C :co is :_ that could be reclized ith an

f_17 CC7C1"C-: tcl e;honcs and a "natural" child-
cc 2e n-cff of hundreds ho or with children
in n=es noi,:hborhoods, _e r: 7 b.)ut children i:

local hi:h schools and collc,;-es, and :arks
and t1 oyL;r0u2Zs, lauseuns, novie ','heaters, s' ores,

cnd firehouses. A day-ccre ::cdel deals yih net
hp: en.. :en a ccre,:dver, a child, an(' a resource

%.s:ether. Ar.;: ar-Licular L.oa:ol'enh have an

itcd nur.ber of c')acrate realizations, an G. it
inolu:c a.:1,onerts that consider the s ecial

-tvres of (: °e_ e... t c.Cs o: co roz;ivin: arran,;enents

Gretc Fein cnd Alison Clarhe-Steart
Day Care in Context; Yorh: John Wiley, 1973,

..
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I. DAY CARE ARD THE FAMILY

'or
It is useful to begin this discussion by contrasting.the organization and the

'operations of a narrowly defined day'care center with the organization by which a

hypothetical family manages its daily life.

Our family will be called Antrobus.* Both parents work to support their three

chlldren, ages 13, 8 and 4. They are white, low-income, registered Democrats, who

do not attend church regularly.

The Antrobus family operates as a highly complex multi-purpose organization

which has as its goals survival and at times conviviality. This family organization

undertakes to meet a wide range of needs for itself and its members -- nutrition,

housing, income maintenance, health, education, recreation, companionship, care for

the elderly, and child care.

The Antrobus organization is complex. It reflects their aspirations and uses

the resources the members can find within themselves -- especially Mrs. Antrobus,

who corks hard all day and then comes home to cook dinner for five and clean up the

house -- and the resources they can find outside the family.

An especially valued part of the Antrobus organization is the Antrobus Child

Care System (ACCS). When Mrs. Antrobus has time to stop and think about it, she is

especially proud 9f, how well the ACCS usually functions.

*The name Antrobus is a reference to the Antrobus family in The Skin Of Our Teeth
. by Thornton Wilder. What Wilder was saying was that our day-to-day relationships
with each other and life are among the most significant of human activities.

- 1 -



The Antrobus Child Care, System includes:

1) A day care center for the foUr-year-old.

2) An elementary school for the eight-year-old

3) A junior high school for the thirteen-year-old.

It also includes:

4) The thirteen - year -old Antrobus who "looks ouffor the eight-year
old after school.

5) Friendly neighbors, one of whom will always be there as a back-
up system in case the thirteen-year-old is kept after school, br
who for a small fee will take a mildly sick child for a day
{although Airs. Antrobus herself misses work if the illness is just
starting or is serious).

6) Provisions for night-time, week-end, and short-term child care
services by parents, siblings, relatives, friends, babysitters,
and otheis.

7) And finally, as an important but -- gratefully little used part
of the ACCS, Airs. Antrobus knows that her neighbor would come over
to watch the children at anytime, even in the.middle of the night,
if something should happen and Mr. and Mrs. Antrobus had to rush
to the hospital in an emergency.

This hypothetical family child care system would not be much leas complicated

had we chosen a smaller family, or for that matter, a family in which the mother

'Cias not employed.' 'What is important to point out, however, is that a family's child

care system is part of, not separable from, its total organization for the

management of life, the organization that reflects their resources and their

aspirations. But what is most important is that the day-to-day arrangements and

relationships by and through which a family manages its life and the lives'of its

members is a statement of their existence. It reflects their values, their culture

and history as well as their resources and their aspirations for the future; it is

n affirmation.

2



r It is important to note that "day care" is not the sum total of their Child/

Care System.. '

1) To the extent that a day care center limits its functionto the

care of pre - school children during the "normal," or presumed, hours of work, it

becomes a smaller and snarler piece of the family's child care system.

. 2) To the extent that a day care center limits its concerns and

sea-vices to pre-school children and not to the other members of the family,

it becomes a still smaller raft of the outside resources of the total family

organization, and less relevant to the family's efforts to meet its many other

needs.

From this point of vie;, it is easy to see why parents "don't get involved"

in their children's day care centers, and why "they don't come to meetings" to learn

about the educational program offered by the day care center.

The staff members at the day care center -- both professional and non-professional

-- have been required by the government to involve parents in the center's program.

They know and believe that parents should be involved in what goes on in the class-

room, and they have pint a significant amount of time and energy into their. "parent

involvement program."*

The concerns of the staff meribers focus almost entirely on what goes on in the

center and the classroom, not on the total family, and not on creating meaningful

dialogue between the program and the family.

*And these are only :parent" involvement programs; older siblings, relatives,
and others who do a great deal Of,child rearing are seldom invited in to become
involved.

41.
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When a staff member or.family counselor does a "home visit" (and most do not),

the purpose of the visit is to get the family involved in the center, not to explore

ways by which the centsy's program: or resources could suppo't more of the family's

child care system or support other aspects of the family's total life.

e
This solipsistic classroomorientation is part of the reason why day care

staff members so often come to the conclusion that parents "especially poor

ninority group parents who may be culturally different from the staff members --

are allathetic or don't care about their children.
4

The staff merbers cannot acknowledge or express respect for the hunan energy

:nd love that goes into constructing and maintaining a family's complex child care

system, because they know nothing about it.

Too often, however, the staff members 'do e:l'oress their lack of respect for

the parents and families ?rho, 'they haVe concluded, don't care about their children.

When the staff members' conclusioneare associated with prejudices such as '

classism, racism, or sexism; the result is a devastating breakdoun of communications .

and most often another "put down" of the members of a' poor minority family, their

culture, their history, their resource, and ,their aspirations for the future.

In this way, narrowly defined day care programs become isolated from the total

life and development of the child in the family, the community, aLd society. And.in

this_ way, benign isolation becomes destructive and debilitating fragmentation.
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The Antrobus Child Care System is unusual. Ers. Antrobus Is ;livedin her

neighborhood long enough to have -established the kind t of helping relationshic,

sh6.teeds to kno'w that' she can count on her neighbors - and what she can count on'
'-. . -

each-of them for. If lirs. Antrobus lived in a less stable community - such as

Ft'ounsville Brooklyn wiiere elementary sch4ols have a yearly pupil turnover of..

close.to1005 - she would not have iheOrportunity to.for.r7a:sucia' relationships 7ith

her.n6igh6oXs.
-

The ACCS includes a daS- care center.. There are 6 million working bothers of,

children under six. But there are :ewer than 905,000 :places in licensed day care

centers. The-Antrobus child occuries one of these scarce places.

'Antrobus is not a single. parent. Her'hu$band and her oldest Child are

.

ortant.partg of the ACCS.. Her jOb allows her some flexibilityof hours. Her
.., , .

°employer understands that she has to miss home work dayc ;hen one of her children
li

_is sick, and she i$ not always docked when that hapPens.

Mts.- Airtrobus is proud of the ACCS, :but she knows it is a house of cards. She

has seen4i collapse through sickness, missed connections and misunderstandings.'
\

. ,

Mts: Antrobus doesn't often think about the ACCS because she very busy. She

.
is proud of the ACCS, but there are other times that she has found that thinking about

it can be an unpleasant experience. 'In fact the ACCS sees to fill Mts. Antrobus,

'life with.contradictir.

1
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To begin with, I'Lr-s, Antrobus fee]s that both she and her husband. must work because

they have three children. But she 40.1so feels that because she is the mother of

three-children she shouldn't be 7-orlsing at all, and that- by doing'so she is somehow

not "doing right" for her children, family or society: It ,is a conflict that nags
,

at her Gaily end disturbs hr sleep.

:rs

11\\
.4

There are ti:les when IAntrobus feels that she knows what's best for her

-.hilren, but she feels helpless to do anything about she knows, and uncertain

, .,bout -7hether or not-she's right.f

.
,

When 1±s. Antrobus does think about her child care system, two,incidentsikeep

cominc to mind, two nagging; 'somehow eMbarrassing ,memories,

,

When she had first rotten her job and was enrolling their youngest child in the

day care center, .1,:rs Antrobus was greatly troubled about whether or not she was

doing the right tiring for her child. Luckily, she wouldn't have to be at her job
. ,

each day until ten o'clock. So, spe decided she wotld plan her
!
day so she could

spend extra time alone with her Youngest child in the morning.'

But it never worked out that way. The teachers In the day care center_had a-

rule that-all children had to arrive before'9:15 a.m. Mrs. Antrobus didn't know

'why the teachers had made the rule, nor what the penalty would be if the-rule

were brdhe,i, and she had nevei. asked. She thought the teachers ought to know what they

. ,
,

were doing. The center was a nie-looking4place, and the only one in the neighbor-

,hood. Mrs. Antrobus felt the teachers must: be doing the right thing, but she alsov.

felt she had somehow let her child down-by spending'less time with her than srile.might

have.

7
6
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The second incident that keeps coning back happened several years agot er

oldeSt son had been shifted frOn the si:th grade class the group of children --

.

he had known since kindergarten- to a more ,advanced group. Everyone as proud, StIt

she it was a mistake. She ccUld tell that her son wasn't harry. 3ut when she

1-.1,11:ed to the princi:al about her Concern, ha argued hat she was being over-rroteciiive
. .

and her "mothering" was gettihc in the wa own son's acadenic advancement. She

keeDs re:lemberinc that-conversation with the trincital, not sure that she believed

then, no-. Sure )`.hat she believes i wt no.

.11

One- nicht a few nont'hs ago, Antrobus was tuck ing in her youngest child, a

daughter aced four. On the,-my out of the bedroor:., Mrs. Antrobus paused to gaze

at `.he sleeping child. She wondered yhat life ould be like for her in fifteen

years, and suddenly Mrs. Antrobus found ,herself struck with a deep sense of

loneliness and helplessness.

Standing there in.the darkened bedroom gazing 'at her sleeping child, Mrs,.

Antrobus was suddenly certain that she and her husband were the wily people in the

whole world who ould 19ok at her child and ash themselves .that question..

Mr(s. Antrobus is white, with a low income. She and her husband know they are

feeding and clothing their children.- Yet society leaves Mrs. Antrobus

very little room to enjoy thinking about her children. However, she still can gaze

at her sleeping child and ask herself about her child's future.

'a

There are millions of poor, minority parents of. Millions of other sleeping

chi .den for'whom.the question itself is a luxury. And many of them kno37 that if

they could ask it the answer they would. find would be that the future will be the

quiet desperation of today.I,
-
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON TODAY'S CHILD CAR, PROBLEMS

There is much momentum in the movement toward the care of c)ildrer2in day

cave centers. Our nation's child care needs are great, but-they will never be

net adequately by day care centers-alone. I order to understand this momentum

.

and to conceptualize the variety of,Dossible solutions to our child care needs,

it is necessary to understand the limitations.of the day care center.as an

institution (to trace its 'origins and significant changes -- 4d to revieI

the more informal-kinds ofchild care that have historicallyand still co-exist

with the day care eenter.

Toda -'s debate often sounds -as if day care centers are the wave of the future
4

;::hick --.1tf progress prevails -- will soon blot out antiquated modes-of child care.

; .
Thirshou101,not be the direction we take. The qualities of intimacy inherent in

many of'the informal kinds of child care trust be joined with day care centers. Not

only are these kinds of child care often desirable alternatives to center care,

they in fact may provide the keys to ways in which centers can preserve and

foster intimacy.

A. Origins of Today's Day Care Center'
,or

The web of today's early childhood education offerings in the United States

4

comes from three disparate historic strands, still identifiable in current terms

.as day care, kindergarten, and nursery schools.

- 9
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The first day care and the first kindergarten in the United States can each

be -.::Eced to the rid-nineteenth eenturr,-/- but they had different Eur.ppean parentage

anf. -ere founded here for different reasons. The educational program known as

.nind,argarten was named by Flioebel, a man who thought young childhood shout be

hanier than his own had been. German emigres. set ut the first kindergarten in

117-eruown, Wisconsin, in 1E56; the first English-speaking kindergarten w opened

ty Elitabet:h Peabody in 3os411.1. in i:Go.-)-* The progrell of Play),activ' ies for the

ed=ative growth yo children spread quickly in America in the 1850's and

often as a part of nubile or private elementary schools.

The first nursery was opened by Margaret Mciallan in England in 19 in a

heavily industralized slum area of London. Health st, les, had found 80 per cent

of English' children were healthy at birth, but only 20 per centA.iere healthy

they -entered 'school, That the goal was edUcation as

by the fact that she named it a "nursery school.

/
in America about ten years later, with Freudo7tesell

sources of educational philosophy. They were closely Pilled intellectually with

A*
rrogresEve education, and a number of progressiveelementary schools encompass

-rell as good health is shown
//

Nyrs/ery schools spread rapidly

, Montessori and Dewey as their

-FThere were instances in the United States of schools for young children even before .

the 1859's: Robert Owen's Infant school in New Harmony, Indiana, of 1825; and infant
sohoolt in New York and Roston in 1827 and 1828. These, however, seem to be "Leif
Erickson" ancestors -- no continuous development from these foundings -- as opposed to
the "Christopher Columbus" foundings of kindergarten and day nurseries in the 1850's,
which took root /and well,e widely copied immediately after the first experiments.

'=* Carroll Atkinson and'Uge,ne T. Maleska, The Story of Education. New York: Bantam
Books, 1962, p. 1/8.

A quotation. from, "Nursery Schools Fifty YeLs Ago," Young Children, XXXVII,.
4, 1972, p. 209.

et

fi
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nui.se-2y classes 'f s/ as.tne grades.: the ZabOr-...te:.-y School of the Ur.;:versity of

Chicago, founded by John Dewey,in )1,.,31,, and t*e York City schools we not

as C;ty C,hd Country, ;7_ den, c_nd 3anl: Street Lhool for Children, all dating frocm

the Wcrl'l War I era. Others. we're free-standin;.-, schools only for children over

ears. bu- under five: Abiga1 il cedars Elipt, a -pioneer in nursery schools,

.
re-- ,ores t'.at "Many of tne early 'nursery 'schools served the same socioeconomic group

e, the -Lresent-day Head 3uc4 as her G', :_ ^. Ruggles Street Scnool

in 3ssos. and ihstitute in Detroit.

r-:e class, hever, quickly adopted nursery schools for tneir

chil::re%, and created a variant, she parent cooperative nursery school: the first

-:as,sreated by University of Chicago faculty. wives in 1916, and California

Q
especially has many cooperatives that have existed continuously for decades .*"-*

The schedule of kindergarten and nursery school. has set by educational gdals,

and, despite their rhetoric of serving the ,hole child, both assume that a child

spend muck of his waking hours and receive :,ast of his meals at home. Both

are now institutions geared largely to the middle class family of two parents,

one of whom (male) earns the family's living, and the" other (female) who maintains

the home and has primary responsibility for the children.

r,

*Lawrence A. Cremin, The, Transformation of the School: Progressivism in American

Education, 1876-1957. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1961, p. 135 ff.- Also Cornelia
Goldsmith, Better Day Care for the Young Child Through A Merged Governmental and

Nongovernmental Effort: The Story of Day Care in New York City. Washington, D.C.:

National Association for the Education of.Young Children; 1972, pp. 86-87.
..7.42liott, "Nursery Schools," pp. 211-12. 1

"*Katharine Whitesideraylor, Parent Cooperative Nursery Schools. New York:

Teachers Colldge, 1954', p. 3.

_ 11-
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The day nursery was created on the model of the French creche, and was concerned

with the physical care. of tie ctildren pf working mothers; usually widows, deserted

-ives or wives of drunkards' or other deficient fathers. The first day nursery was

opened in Boston in 1838 to care for the children of seamen's wives and widows,k

cnd a hospital opened the first I;ew York City nursery in 1854 to care for children

of former patients who had to work and for the babies of wet nurses -- children who

often died for lack -of sufficient milk.** Founded to assure the survival and

protection of ;,,oung children, day care is still.so linked in the public mind with

ere custodial care that, as late as 1972, the 'U.S. Office of Education did not

include day core children in its census of early childhood education.** Unlike the

.kindergarteh and the nurser:` school, no theoretical godparent for the day nursery

is cited by the historians.

The day nursery movement developed rapidly after the Civil Wal in response to

the large influx of immigrants and the industrialization and urbanization of society.

The day'nursery was often described as a "temporary expedient which, with improving

economic and social conditions, wailld naturally be phased out of existence."44**

r

41.'hey were to Provide an alternative to institutionalizing poor, homeless or unsupervia0

4

*yirginia Kerr, "One Step Forward -- Two Steps Back: Child Care's Long American
History," in Pamela Roby, ed., Child Care -- Who Cares? New York: Basic Books,
1973, p. 158. $

**Margaret O'Brien Steinfels, Who's Minding the Children? The HistorylnaZolitics
Day Care in America. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1973, P. 36. .Compare Kwashiorkor
(African), malignant malnutrition; literally, the disease of the child whose mother
has had a baby; the toddler wastes away when the mother nurses the infant. Also
Goldsmith, Better Day Care, pp. 80-81.

***Linda A. Barker, 'Preprimary Enrollment October 1972," National Center for Educational
'Statistics, U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Publication No. (OE)
73-11411, p. 1.

****Steinfelseho's Minding the Children?, p..50.

- 12 -
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children, and to enable poor',mothers to gain enrloyment -- until wpmen-would be

restored to their proper place in the home.

staffing was at first minimal:

The Wayside Day : iursery in1K4 had a matron and two assistants vho
were 14 years of age. The three Terformed all of the work of the

. nursery, including "=::ashing and breadmaking, except during the
summer months." Their day began at .6 A.K. when they lit the fires,
and ended at 9 P.M. when they banded them; from 7.A.M. to 7 P.n.
they cared for about sixty children.*

What is striking about ten is how many of today's :rilot

within the scope of at least some ,of the early day nurseries:. long.hSura,
?,

end care, infant and ,after- school programs, care Of &dick 747.14a"

.options, emergency coverage for a sick' mother, tare,at -1.41'caLdn.**
,

The differences in length of the day for day nurseries and for nursery school: was

not as great in thb%earlY days as it is now, as nan; early nursery schools were open

, --

at lei-st-as long as the.'grade schools, Iliss Eliott says that "The difference between

a 'day nursery' and a 'nursery school' is largely one of motive.... Parents {laced

titeir children in nursery schools for lie sake of their children, not just becaUse

they needed a place where a child could stay during the day... Lay nurseries were

really for parents: nursery schools were for children:xx

*Steinfels, Who's Minding the Children?, p. 46.
**Steinfels, Who's Minding the Children?, p. 42.
***Eliott, p 211.
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The,-;eak of the day nursery movement appears to have been about 1910-1920. By

-9'21,,there were 60o day nurseries across the country, with 110 in Yorkity

' Sone 40.000 of 1;ew York's children of the ::oor were served in this way."* The

'f';'0's ushered in great changes in the day nursery. First, With small auotas

imposed on immigration, there was a drop in enrollments and waiting:liSts; some day

nurseries closed entirely when fund-raising became more difficult in the Depression.

Secohd, a growftng concern t'nat day nurseries meet standards under voluntary and then

governrent regulations; at the beginning there were only safety and space limits.

ut, third, professionalism changed the staffing, I3.th nursery attendants being re-

placed by trained teachers arIC, the day nursery's "friendly visitor," rho had often

been a volunteer member of the board, being replaced by:trained social workers.

The large influ:c of professionally trained teachers and social workers into the
Ns

:a nurseries had two important consecuences. The first was to limit the ages of the

children who were cared for. "Prom the'1920's on, the presence of infants and younger

cni13ren came to be considered inappropriate. This happened not because the need for

_ su,:h care had passed but because the new personnel of the day nursery were not prepared

to care'fer thee** -- specifically, not prepared to change babies' diapers and toilet-

train the toddle-s.

%

The second change, accompanying the rise of proie4, ssional social work, was that
1 ' , ti

Coy _urseries found themselves vith a new public image -r "a custodial and undesirable

.Goldsmith, Better Day Care, D. 62.
*Steinfels, Who's Minding the Children?, p. 59.

1
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service for Women and families who were not normal." Day nurseries had become a form

of "treatment,"'or intervention into, socially Pathological families. The early

attitude was one that -- in the eareme -- meant "a nursery prided itself on never

refusing an applicant"; it became one where the social worker would refuse to admit

a child: "Leaving the office after an intake intervie-: with the Day-Nursery case':

worker, Mrs. Santo sputtered: 'I guess I knot: ny own bus'ness best. She car. refuse

ry baby if she wants to. But telling rfe to stay at hOne is too much! The put-down

that Mrs. Antrobus senses was already coning down on r :others in the 1920's. P

The entrance of social workers into day ja-e4was prophetic, as the association

of day care with family pathology came to charect -olze the rationale for all federal

(and most state) funding for day care programg and services, and indeed most early

childhood programs. The federal legislation has b en drafted on the assumption that

"nornal, socially healthy" families do not need ch* d care, and that there is some-

thing "wrong" with families who do. But, it is the affiliation of davoare with case-

work, not public funding, which stignatized day care. Public funding has not s'o

stigmatized elementary, secondary or higher education.

The greatest growth of day care prior to 11orld War II as on the nursery schOol,

not the day nursery, pattern. This growth had as its impetus, not so much the needs

of children nor necessarily the absence of the mother from the home, as the great

unemployment pf teachers in the 1930's. The Works Progress Administrationtcreated

nursery schools of which "all personnel, including teachers, cooks, nurses, nutritionists,

'clerical workers, cooks; and janitors, were o come from the relief rolls. By 1937

*Steinfels, Who s Minding the Children?, pp. and 61.. .
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40,000 children were bein cqed 'or under the'rogr4m, ,vhith is still considered by

n2ofessionals to have provided e;:cellent health and nutritional care as well as

education. Funds were channeled through state departments of education, not

departtentSof welfare, and nurseries were usually located in public schools.

World War II made it patriotically acceptable for mothers o young children to

The Lanham Act (Community Facilities Act of 1'1) was passed by Congress "to

teet km a fifty- fifty basis the social service needs of war-imaicted areas,744- and

:lore ;;;.ch 1100 of the 1500 WFA nurseries were continued as day dare centers under

this financing- "In July, 19L5,' :tore than a million and a half

aay care" in 2300 centers.*i,

hildren were in

Despite pleas by social workers to make casework and f dly day care
eligible for the funds, the agenc-y'- -rules', that these we e,notconsidered

public worl:s and were, therefore, ineligible for iVndi.g. The.dra7-

back tc the fact that the agency had been concerned Dr rily with

supplying labor for war industries was that no standar s had been set
for clay care services; and the care provided was wholly'iisupertrised by

loCal Groups who had agreed to sponsor the centers. The .c
care, therefore, varied considerably. After the war, it was
factor that led social welfare,forces to ,look upon the Wartime day *ciTe

centers as'a disaster quickly done away with and, hdpefully, never

to be repeated.

Postwar demobilization of day care centers was as rapid as demobilization of

the Arr,y, and subs,antial federal funds iyere not again invested in day care until the

Social Security Amendments of lr-)67. However, a 2ew localities continued their programs
4.

Kerr, Child Care -- Who Cares?, D. 162.
*Steinfels, Who's Minding the Children?, p. 67.

***Steinfels, Who's Minding the Children?, D. 67.
*i.xi-nteinfels,Tho's Minding the Children?, D. 68.
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with local tax support: he states of California, Washington and Massachusetts,

and the'cities of Washin ton, D.C., Hartforn, Detroit, Philadelphia, and New York

City. It fact, the long run trend after the war was for increasing numbers of women

to be employed outside a home, including the mothers of children under

six: in 1950, one and wo-third Miqion mothers of children under six were

working; in 1960, it was three and one-third million, and by 1972, it was-six

million working mother of pre-schoolers. While the number of working mothers

increased by the milli ns, all through. this period the number of places in day

care centers numberedionly in the hundred thousands -- 185,000*in 1963, 625,000

in 1970, 905,000 in 1973. This was only a fraction of the World War II capacity.

The states and cities that kept their modest tax-funded day care programs had

read the trends better than had the national government.

The effort in California, Washington, D.C. and New York,City was to create

small day care systems exempt from larger national trends and federal legislation._

However, in the late 1960's, as these day care systems applied for the matching funds

available under the Social Services Amendments to the Social Security Act, they once

again became accountable to federal policy. And they, like the day care systems

only newly created with these federal funds, found themselves with centers which were

part of the national welfarE(gystem, clearly oriented toward "treatment" for family

pathology. This has also produced an easily corruptible day care systems which the

federal government now seeks to operate primarily as a support for welfare "reform"

programs, not as a support for children and families.

- 17 -4
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The association of day care w:th social pathology and with employment, rather

than with child-rearing, generally has become an important tradition has given

day care 9. welfare imagt, distasteful to a large portion of the pcpulatidh.

The association of day care frith pathologzcis rebutted by some.of the

.professionals. Florence Ruderman argues that "Day care is for normal children

from normal homee,!; and urges that admission to day care be independent of social

0

casework.;

Mothers on all class levels work for diverse and complex reasons; in
itself, the decision to work should not be seen-as calling for case -
work evaluation; and progrprR directed to working mothers should not
be formulated in,terms of problem cases. ,These are a minority and
should not obscure the totality.*

And certainly the spate of new parent cooperative day tare centers, often

built on strong feminist underpinnings, do not consider that a mother's need for

day care is pathological.**

Today, day care has become an uneasy amalgam of,the day'nursery and the
A

nursery school.

Unfortunately, thiS amalgam has too often resulted in distortions of both the

original institutions, rather than a combination of their strengths. Too often,

day care is not viewed in the total ecology.of the child's life and development,

but rather at a therapeutic solution both to"the family's pathology and to the-
,

child's cognitive deficiencies. The day care centers that the professionals point

ht

*Florence Ruderman, Child Care and Working Mothers: A Study of Arrangements Made for
Daytime Care of Children. New York: Child Welfare League, 1968, p. 339.

**Seejlizabeth Hagen, "Child Care and Women's Liberation," in Child Care -- Who
Cares?, pp.. 281+ ff, and references.
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'o withpridl>are'like ten-hour nursery schools; while ;they criticize many centers

as substandard, that is,0,42tios of staff to children, not employing licensed

tea2hers, n9tfollowing,an educational curriculum. Those who wish to improve ;the.

majority of day care centerlps become preoccupied with classroom planning and
.

progra'rring.

It seems highlrlikely that this preoccupation with classroom progryring and

t

curriculum has often distracted people's attention from the Other important factors
. '' .-- .

such as'the role'of barents'in the center aid in child rearing,. the purposes of the

.
legislation through which a program is funOed., or the aknistration of a program cr

.
4

i 4
,

center --1,which also have significant imtact on the quality of experience a center
/ --

7". . . . , )

,c.an offer children and families.' Thus a, narrow, inward-looking classroom orientatior

contributes to the separation that is so often found between uliat happens in a

day care center and what,happens to children in all the rest of their dives and

experienced -in the family, community and larger society.,

L
4

'
V'
,..:01.C.

',

j .

.. .

,V).

A
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B. Historical and Contemporary AlternetiveS to,Center Care--

Most of those concerned for children of working mothers define the problem

as how few children are. in licensed day care centers. ,It appears-that the only

time .a substantial proportion of the ,under-six children of working mothers were

in federally funded day care centers was,during World War II, and "it has been

estimated that the Lanham centers could not have served more than 40 per cent,of

the children in need of care."* Today perhaps 10 per cent are in private and public

'centers together, while only five per cent of economically disadvantaged children

are in federally funded day care.** C
Almott all voices deplore that the vast majority of children are not in

licensed programs, and assume that all other arrangements are poor quality. Clearly,

some arrangements do seriously ,neglect children: the Low-Spindler study in 1968

found at least 18,000 children under six werelatch-/key children.',** In addition

-s-

to those who need care because their mothers are working, there are outright, cases

of child abuse, in numbers hard to fix, where a child -- and his or her overburdened

parent -- Would benefit fro" separation for substantial portions of .the day.

What is proposed to meet these problems is group day care or its' more respectable

cousin "comPi.ehensive child development programs" But what the recent proposed

federal legislation called "comprehensive child care" was not comprehensive.of the

varieties of child care co-eXisting in this country. The proposed legislation merely

called for greater nuMbers'of narrowly conceived day'qare centers to provide a more

k

.
-

,

.*Keir, Child Care --'Who Cares?,.p1.163:
**Mary Dublin Keyserling, Windows on Daydare.'New York: National Council of Jewish .

, Women, 1972, p. 2.
1 ,***Seth Low and Bqarl G. Spindler, Child Care Arrangements of Working Mothers,

Children's Bureau Piablication No. 461-1968, V.S. Departmeflt of BeAlth, Education
and Welltare', 1968, . '''

.
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.comprehensive range,of specialized services tO a greater number of individual

children.* 4

. .

e
0

As a nation, from the President on aown, we' think in.'a false, dichotomy:

, 0

either children are at home in the full-time care of their own natural mothers,

or they are in centers in grbuv care. This involves us in the false strategem of

denying adequate support to large numbers of centers that do exist, on the premise

that this will a utomaticslly-mean that mothers will stay at hOme with their

children. In truth only some will do so. Other's who feel impelled to work --

either through economic necessity or. career dynamics -- 111 find some arrangement

(or patchwork of arrangements) to enable them to leave their child for the working

world.

The discrepancy between the title and the subtitle of a new book is an
0

illustration: Who's Minding the Children'? The History'. and Politics of Day Care in

America. Its subject is in fact the nineteenth century day nursery and its present-
,

day successor, rather than'the myriL of arrangements that working mothers use or the

supervision of about 90 per cent of the children of working mothers. In other

words, it is not about who, in the majority of cases, is truly minding the children:

4
Most children of working mothers are cared for in their own home by their

father, some other relative or a pad person while their mothers are at work (47 per

cent found by Low and Spindler; 59 Ter cent found by Rildermpin). The pecond"most

prevalent arrangement is care in the home of a neiEhbOr,or relative. Whatfew

of the studies discriminate is the degree to thich parents are satisfied with

the arrangements they have in'and around their home, and whether thoughtful

A

*While the."Child Care and Fnmrly Services Act of 1974.- 5.3754" currently
under consideration would provide funds for a wide range of child care arrange-
ments.and services, it will take a major effort of rethinking and work within
government, the professions, and the child care movement to make the most

possible use of the bill = in support of a family-centered comprehensive
system. The Authors - October 1974.
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professionals can, endorse these parental satisfactions.

Those who are trying to put our problem in perspective are increasingly uoint-

ing out to Ifs that the expectation that the natural mother will be the sole and

full-time care - giver. of a ch;d1d was due to an atypical ca.Mbirwtion of factors of

prosperity in the United States and Canada and some Western European countries, that

allowed us to indulge in a luxury:

This

The later 1940's and 1950's were simply a period in which socio-
economic conditions -- a labor market in which neither government
nor industry employers perceived a need for recruiting more female
employees, the virtual disappearance of domestic service as an
occupation, and economic affluence which allowed the majority of
the big new families to be supported by the huband's income',
along with the persuasive arguments of Bowlby and others about the
dangers of maternal deprivation --were all consistent with stay-
at- home mothers. Or to put it another way, there were no strong
trends, such as a labor shortage, that went against the American
preference for young children to be cared for in their own'homes
by their own mothers.*

rel'atilig prosperity could be achieved by half the white amilies on the

income of the father alone. Today, half the families in New York City earning

over families to have both. parents at work to achieve $8,000 or more** The post

World War II housing policy, favoring single-family houses in the suburbs over

multiple dwellings in the inner cities, probably had as much_to-d6;;; isolating the

mother wither four, three, or two children, at home as did any deliberate policy

toward children themselves.

*Serene Spence Boocock, "A Crosscultural Analysis of
of research supported U.S. Department of Health,
Child Development Grant No. OCD-CB-22Z, 1973, p. 45

**Georgia L. McMurray, lecture at the New School for

n
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The phenomenon was one character the white, middle class family But

it was not always so even with them. Sarane Boocoek cites recent studies that

illuminate how household structure has changed over time:

The three-generation model that we tend to romanticize in our
present dilemma was never as-common as most people think, partly-'_ -

because until recent tines, .e.0 people lived long enough to form

long-term three-generation groups, and partly because with
e=eption of a few atypical periods 5:11 history, the aged have
normally been considered a burden to their young relatives.
Loreover, the three-genfration family,' where it did exist (e.g.,
among the wealthy in pre-communist China) was a stifling.
environment for many of its members (females and the young in
particular). What households of the rest were more likely to
contain were apprentices, servants and other persons not
necessarily related by blood. They were also more likely tck,

contain the male head of the household for longer periods of
time, since his work was often in or near the home.* ,

When bc4h parents work, or one parent in single - parent families, a

.relative or someone outside the family must provide care for the children. For

most preschool children, child care has been provided by relatively complex

,constellations of kith -- those people to whom one is linked by bonds of

obligation, friendship and proximity, but not blood relation -- and kin,

relatives including older siblings of young children.**

Alice Collins and Diane Panconst, writing about "natural helping networks"

and child care by kith, point out that:

There is considerable evidence that the support of kith is assuming
more importance for many people as the extended family becomes'

less available. It may be that people are making use of a greater

variety of helping relationships ;-ith friends, neighbors,

*Boocock, "Crosscultural Analysis,""pp. 12-13; author's,italics.

"-WAfter passage .of a compulsory school law in 1910, California found it necessary
to provide public-school nurseries for young children in order to cut down the
truancy of the older siblings (Kerr, Child Care -- Who Cares?, p. 159).
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acquaintances, professional and paraprofessional helpers, and
perhaps assign these relationships core specialized functions
than was true in the afrvicultural village .

These informal but comple:: arrangements by -;hich most 'children are cased

for -.tile their 'parents 1:ork do appear to have changed in their nature over

recent. decades, Day care economists nary Potter2o::e and Ralph Husby state,

thajL "child care arrangements c:pear to be f'or increasingly longer hours; they

occur more and more frequently outside the home and are more generally maid 'or

in cash no'.7 than in 1965; in 171 formal arrangements are also more common than

ii 1965."-* Thus there apaears to be a trend to7ard monetization; informal child

care arrangements by kith through barter and obligation is being converted into

money agreenents.

It is difficult to determine what this trend means to the lives of

children. Certainly it may indicate a changing attitude toward child rearing in

society, an attitude toward child rearing as a specialized function increasingly

separate from the traditional domains of kith and kin.

a

*From an unpublished draft manuscript, "Natural Helping Networks" by Alice H. Collins
and: Diane L. Pancoast which is most helpful. The definition of *.kith," above, is also
from this source. .4

**Elizabeth Rowe in Child Care: Who Cares, Net York: Basic Books, 1973, p. 99
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III. NEEDED:. COMPREHENSIVE FAMILY CENTERED APPROAC1MS TO CHILD CARE

Americans tend to think.that thq amily.isIthe cornerstone of our society,
AY

and that the sod.* is supportive of families. Congress is very loath to legislatd

directly on matters affecting children and family life because .it would breach the

privacy Of the home. Yet much federal legislation doe:tave impact on family

life -- indirectly and directly.

The result is that there is federal legislation that does in ,Fact affect

families, but because legislation is not evaluated first for its tromential impact

on families (in the way that potential errtrirOnmental-jarroact is studf* prior to

commitment to large projects), the result is unintended and Senator MondPle has

labelled it "mindless":

My argument is that they (the Goye.rnmerit) are involved in the
wrong wayst They are daMaging.familiei, not deliberately, but
in just sort of a mindless way. Through a whole host of policies,
we .interfere with, pi.event and sometimes even paralyze families
from doing their job...It's not neglect; neglect assumes that you've
thought about the question. It's simply mindless:*

He cites the effqct of offering welfare to fatherless children, resulting in the

necessity for unemployed fathers to leave the.home before the children get aid,

and the effect of public housing and highway projects that destroy neighborhoods

where "grandfather used to live down the street."

It is important to draw a distinction between federal policy, which is

established by legislation, and social behavior, which describes what people do, not

necessarily what Congress says they do. When behavior has changed but there is not
) .

1' 1%

yet wide understanding of the extent of the changes, people may regard their own

*Interview by Nadine Brozan, The New York Times, February 26, 1974, p. 32.
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behavior as a deviation from the norm when in reaJlity it may be part of a wider

norm. People's perceptions are affected by their experiences, their culture and by

myth.

Our attitude toward worldngwoMen provides an excellent example of the conflict

between Perceptions and reality. The stn is that most women stay, home and raise

children. In fact, the majority'of all women, the Majority of mothers of children
,

under 18, and the majoritysof mothers of children under 6, are employed. /But

because we do not have a general recoptition of this fact, QUT attitude is that if

a mother of young children works, she deviates from the ;Iorm'of mothers, and the

attendant problems of child care are for her to deal with uniquely and in isolation.

We consider it her own obligation to arrange and pay for child care, hot.the-

obligation of the government, her employer nor the social welfare agencies of her
4

community. It is only when she is very poor and considered to be a deficient

parent that government or society provides her with assistance.

A further example of myth is the belief that the white family is strong and the

mack family is weak, and the white family is the standard to which the Black,
. 4

family must be compared. Whether this is true is open to doubt. The seems to be

sore evidence that in fact the proportions of single - patent families and two-__

parent familin'alie becoming more comparable among whites and Blacks. The, rate

of divorce is going upy so that more.and more white families are headed by women as

single- heads -of- household. There is also an increased tendency for white women to

keep. their babies born out Of wedlock, rather than to put them up fcr adoption,



,t

The internal evidence of a recent book, The Single Parent Experience,* is that it is

dealing with a,trend that is new, not absolutely. as the author seems.to think,.but

nev among white women, although it has frequently existed in the past among Blacks.

is there reason to cr in alarm that the white family is breaking down along

just'the lines that the Black faMilies is considered deficient? Or, rather,

should 1:e not take cognizance of the ways in which Black families seem to b.d-

strOng? Robert Coles is one of those who is impressed by the strength, not the

weakness of Black families.**- Should there not be attention to the institution

of the "aunt" or grandmother, the non-Mother female relative, and sometimes non-
.

relative, who so frequently is responsilae for child care while the mother works?

And what about the exchange of children -- sending young ones to the South (or,

in the case of Caribbean people, to the islands) to be raised4p1 more rural

surroundings, while young adults come North or to the cities, and stay with

relatives or kith whIle they are students or getting started in jobs.

American social science seems to have a fixation on the strength-weakness image

of only one kin relationship, that of marriage, that the relative strengths of other

kinship ties seems neglected. The divorce rate might not seem such a disaster to

t,he'American family if we included within our professional interest other kinds.of

ties.

*Carole Klein, The Single Parent Experience. New York: Avon Books, ,i973.
**Children of Crisis: A Story of Courage and Fear. BdstOn:" Little, Brown and
many, ,1967.
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The result of tying federally funded day care to welfare reform exclusively --

limiting it to families who are past, present or potential welfare recipients -- is

the defeat of good day care in centers. Forces both from the outside and fror
.

within prevent centers from maintaining the vision they held for their centers.

Eternally, government funding agehLes, created by legislation and federal

iolicy, respond to legislation and federal policy by imLosing requirements: income-

related eligibility requirements, or requirement's About who can teach, or more

subtle prescriptions about how staff should relate to families.

The government also requires the centers to measure the success of federal

policy, and it is easier to measure achievement in terms of numbers of people,

income and race than to measure in terms of the auelity of the human experience.

Thus people in the centers are required to count the number of parents who

attended a meeting, rather than the quality of the experience it provided. Funding

is determined by a required "full-tine equivalent" enrollment rather than the

growth and development of children.

The combination of federal policy and the tendency and requirements to measure

achievement in terms of quantity rather than quality results in powerful pressures

for day care centers to reflect society's dehumanizing values and goals. These

are the powerful forces that attempt to destroy, the vision people may hold for their

center and to replace it with another vision. Fighting against these forces is

often the most difficult part of operating a day care center. .

rT
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Internally, the forces of discontent and corruption are manifested by the

tendency toward institutionalization and bureaucratization. It is extremely

difficult for institutions -- even small institutions like day care centers --

to continue to change,'to re-evaluate, to love and to grow. Institutions te24 to

do the same thing, and to fa-11 into the easy habits of non-caring patterns. In day

care centers, these are the patterns of routine non-caring care for children that'

work well for the adults and ask nb'questions about children. The, routine that

comes with bureaucratization breeds discontent that clouds the vision of what the

center might become.

The result of these conflicting forces on day care centers is to separate the

way we organize, our day care centers and child care programs from the way families

organize their lives.

Another example of legislation not considered in advance for its impact on

families and children is the new child care deduction, effective in 1972. ,

Potentially, it affects every femily with child care needs. However, sinceit is

a deduction, not a tax credit, it will be used only by families whose incomes are

high enough to warrant itemizing deductions. The child care deduction apparently

resulted as a belated recognition on the part of the Congress that more mothers,in

the middle income range are working and are paying for child care, not arranging

with grandmothers or other kith who might provide it free or by barter.

Second, the deductions are of different amount, dependent not on any_basis of

the qualifications of the caregiver nor the quality of the care, but on the location

of the care: payments up to $400 a month are deductible if the care is given in the
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home of the taxpayer, but if the care is out of the home, the monthly limits are

$200 for one child, $300 for two, and $400 for three or more dependents. Thi.

difference rewards the family that prefers to hire poor women as domestic servants.,

and Penalizes families who prefer to place their child in a school or center or

home with a number of other children. It rewards, in fact, the situation where

the person who cares for children is the weakest in terms of bargaining power vis-a-

vis the parents. Was there a deliberate decision that this is in fact better for

children or'for those who care for children? Probably not, probably only a

6

recognition that the faMily who is the exclusive employer,of a caregiver will pay

more than a family who share.the cost of the caregiver with other families.

Third, regarding gout-ofihome care, the more children in a' family, the less

can be deducted per child for each one. For one child, the family may, deduct

$200 per month, but with two children they may only deduct $150 per month per

child. For three children, they may deduct only $100 per month per child, and for

more children it is even less. In fact, day care centers and nursery schools do

- not reduce tuition in this amount for additional children from the same family,

although they may make some accomodation. Those who do make reductions for additional

children of the same family are women who care for, children in their own home.

Perhaps the differences in deductions for child care assume that Americans are

just moving from unpaid child care provided by.family members, such as a grand-

mother organ aunt, to paid in -home ehild care. In fact, of course, most American

families are at least a generatdon away from that kind of unpaid care, if they ever

had it. In that sense, these differences violate some of the possible good out-of-

home solutions that families may have created. Those who set, federal policy seem

to be very remote from the actual social practices of families.

A
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The effect of centering the national child care debate on whether orr'not to

increase the number of day care centers has meant a neglect of alternative child care

arrangements. A word should be said on the meaning of "alternative" in this context.

If we speak of an alternative school, we know that it is alternative to the public
V
school where .the vast majority of American children are enrolled. The alternative

school is a production of the counter-culture which has some resemblance to the

institution it replaces, an alternative schools often have resemblances from one

to the other.

But when we speak of alternative child care, it is a congeriei of arrangements

'that families make, and because there are so few day care centers nationwide, it

is not a deliberate departure from a majority institution.

Definition of Need

4.

American child care takes many forms to meet'many differing needs: licensed

and unlicensed family day care, co-ops, playgroups,.temporary baby-sitting ai"range-

ments, group homes, etc. Some of these arrangements serve children and thellr

families well. Some do not. But because our country has not given high priority to

supporting and strengthening the family--i'se. to supporting in some careful and

systematic way, those arrangements and services that promote cohesion, health,.and

productivity within the family--many of these arrangements do not even exist as real

potsibilities, much less satisfactory options, for families. These arrangements function.
. .

haphazardly and in the dark: unhnwn to people who would like to use them or create

1
them as Possibi ties, and t_

affecting child are.

to those who mke decisions about national policy
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Nevertheless, the provision of child care in this country will increasingly

i . -

depend upon the improvement, expansion,and stabilizhtion of these varied arrange-

pents in.addition to or in conjunction with care ingroup centers. For 'if it did

not produce large -scale federal funding,tO establish and run day care centers, the
4

child.develbpment movement has, in concert with other human, rights movements,
Y/ t;

produced a heightened consciousness about society'-s responsibility.to child care.

More and more people are looking or alternate ways to meet the child-care needs of

their communities, though many don't knew -where to turn.:)Apong other things, we

need Aore information about:

(1) The non-formalized networks of sharing and caring, the relationships,

th;t fa es have developed to cope with their child care needs.

(2) .14.9.,Y rich ongoing formal, child -care arrangemehtS,(group day care,

Head-Start, schools, eila4 can be linked Nith these networks to

maximize and stabilize support to families.
,

1

(3) ,Ways in zwhich ,an. extended definition 'of responsibility. about .child

care can lead the imstitutions in our society Whivers4ties, industries,

etc.) to play supportive roles vis-a-vis child care.
ist ,r .

, .

To indicate soma of the kinds ;I' prdblems that are presented if w start from
.

1-.....
.

'a family - centered point of view, we can cite iigie 0440e inquiries and robIems

plbsed.to a neighborhbod child care organization:*
,.. .

. -, -4*
. 9

o

*Pre-School .Association of theWest Side,.New York.
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A:young mother wants to go back to work when her child enters kinder-
,

garten, and a neighbor downstairs is willing to have her come to her
apartment for the afternoon. But the neighbor has an infant who is
napping when Kindergarteh is dismissed. Missing link: someone to_escort
the Kindergartener froii schdoIto.apartment building:

A, small group. of parents want to operate'a cooperative day care prograz.
and:have found some space'in an, apartment building thatyould do: an

unused 4undry dryingfroom. Missing link: the door that would open the
°room to the backyard of the building, thus giving children access to
outdoor play space and satisfying thp Fir Department on. exit reauire-
ments.

SChooli of education choose -CO place their student teachers with
experienced teachers -.:hom they judge -Jill give godd supervision. Result:

student teachers, are unavailable to just those prograr where one
additional ".pair, of hands" would make the most differen9e, such as the, -

sr children's group where her are not cliate enough adults to
escort the children on trips, to the-park.

_ t A mother has been watching the children,of three ne bors for many
months,-to their great mutual satisgaction. But when she has a sudden-.

, emergency -Jher own or her child's illness, for example -- who is she

l'
to ca)1 on as e temporary: substitute? :Are three mothers to risk their
jobs when -their arrangement falls through?

.

karents.band together to open .a nursery schools and hire a teacher.
They agreerto alternate in assisting the teacher, but they want some

.training so that they will,share, understandings of how to,discipline
he children and'give,the children a continuity of experience, despite

the-changing staff. 'Only a few places, notably 6.1ifornia,,make availa-
ble adult education funds for this desirable training.

r (

In a divorce settlement, a father receives the custody of his three-
'year.:old daughter for one week out of four. He wants a nursery school
that gill allow hpr to attend on the week she lives with her father.

A husband and wife'witha young child decide to use their<apartment
and yard to care for children of working parents. They succeed in
attracting i'number of families who are plegeed with the chiTdren's

, activities. For some of the divorced women, the change for their boy
or girl to see an adult male consistently is one df the most desirable
features: This couple has toiharge enough for two adults and one
'child to live on (unlike some married Women who'orily try to earn a
small second income), so they keep losing a child or two,when the
mother finds something slightly cheaper. The couple could reduce their
price somewhat if the grouP could get reimbursement for their food,
a subsidy for which the children are eligible. Missing link: a legal'
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formula to make this small operation a tax-exempt agency in order to
,!:'.apply for tha reimbursement.

A mother is hospitalized and the hospital social services department
can't arrange a homemaker quickly. Will they have to place the three
young children in several foster homes for the duration of the mother's
treatment? Fortunately, one.social worker tries a local Head Start
director: is there a family who could take ix the children temporarily?
Fortunately, there 'is, but how tardy children are so lucky?

Clearly, there is no single formula that would solve all of these problems.

In some cases, what needs to be changed is a federal guideline, but in many

instances, the change needed is much more local and concrete. To start from a

familx;oentered orientatioh would mean the child care programs themselves would

engage'in consciousness-raising about how to deal with problems their own

programs present to families who try to enroll (or are already enrolled, when

family situations change). 4

People want comprehensive child care. In sope places -- inspite of mindless

.0pOliCy and restrictive government regulogions -- community operated programs are

providing aspects.,of comprehensive care. The majority of these efforts grow from

visions based on intuition and faith in the capabilities of parent. People need help

to articulate their visions. They need ideas, information, and support in their

efforts to create programs which reflect a view of the predominant role of parents in

child rearing:-/ They need models of new and restructured institutions which will

empower parents to assume that role and profebsionals to recognize it.
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IV. TOWARD COEPREhENSIVE PALM-CM:TERM APPROACHES TarCH.F.0 CARE

We believe that two elements are essential for the development of child

care nrocrams and systems that reflect comprehensive, frilly-centered approaches.

These are:

fS

I

a. a broad concept of the role of parents as predominant in child

rearing, and

new institutional arrangements and structures that enable

and empower parents to assume, such a role.

Although these two are discussed here separately, they are closely

related and not easily sbparated in practice.

A. The Role of Parents

Parent participation_ in early childhood programs is most often descLbed

in terms .of participation in classroom activities or 3n the governance of

programs, and sometimes in terms of both. We believe that parent participation

must be much more broadly defined in terms of how families live their lives

and bow they build and strengthen'relationships of kith and-kin.

The role of parents and family must be broadly defined as predpininert in child

rearing. Parent' participation must be described as what programs must do to support
4.

child rearing, rather than, as is too.often the case, what the parents.

must do to participate. Efforts to teach parents how to teach or rear their,

children are destined for failure unless they grow from a broad conceptivl

framework that includes support and.respect for all the child rearing ,

activities by all the members of the family.
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Our concept of a more broadly conceived role of parents and of approaches to

parent participation that reflect that role was developed through our work sith

and help from New York City centers, and with the help of others in other parts of

the country who are developing-similar approaches.

Two such programs have provided outstanding e:.amples of sympathetic and

sensitive approael to family day care.- These are the Community Family Day Care

Project at Pacific Oaks College in Pasadena, .California, and the Day Care Neighbor

Service of Portland, Oregon, sponsored by the Tri-Country Community Council and

Portland State University. Both these programs represent alternative rays of helping

families meet their child care needs and therefore also provide examples'of new

institutional arrangements. However, both these programs are successful because

they developed from a deep respect for the choices parents make, and for the

role of parents as ultimately responsible for the total nuturing and raising of

their children. Indeed, without such a view, these programs would not exist.

Both programs focus on the relationship between parents and caregivers, on the

importance of friendship, intimacy, and neighborliness.

Learning about these two family day care programs helped us to learn more

about day care centers. At first glance, family day care and day care centers appear

to be two very different institutions. However, from another point of view they

operate from the same set of principles and can be Surprisingly similar.

In "Child Care by Kith" Emlen, Donoghue, and LaForge describe family day care

as:

an emerging form of .social relationship which substitutes for the
extended family as a resource for supplementary child care. The
relationship is not one of kinship but one between non-relatives who
discover one another in the neighborhood. It-is aelationship
without a clear cultural blueprint. It is not bound by kinship



rules, yet it hassome of the guidelines for relations between
neighbors. It is a business relationship yet it may have an
admixture of friendship or else it may be already existing
friendship witji which the business arrangement is admixed.*

.The Pacific Oaks Project was an attempt, first, to study and understand the

dynamics and interpersonal relationships in 24 family day care homes (half were

licensed, and half unlicensed), and second, to develop ways of enabling family day

care providers to improve the quality of care.** This is one of t small number

of projects conducted by professional educators which concluded that not only was

family day care "here to stay," but that it had great strengths, and that the most

important question was how to suNkort it. They pinpointed needs for "support for

the special - needs child, financial support for Family Day Care Community Mothers,

and an alternative to licensing "xxx as the most essential issues requiring

attention. Most important perhaps was the evidence that family day care_homes

could be intimate, nurturing, developmentally positive settings for young children,

and that professional support could best be provided via family day care provider

self-help groups,

'The Portland,Day Care Neighbor Service was developed in a n attempt to view

family day care as an example of a "natural helping system of community, neighbor-

hood,,And kith. The Day Care Neighbor Service does not directly provide day care,

it does not supervise day care, and it does not even reqUire the day care consumer

to make contact with an agency. The Purpose of the service is to strengthen existing

*"Child Care by Kith: A Study of the Family Day Care Belat,i.onships of Working Mothers
and Neighborhood Caregivers," Arthur Emlen, Betty A. Donoghue, !bye LaForge Port-
land: Tri-County Community Council with Portland State University, 1974, p. 1.

**"Open the Door."..See_the People,9' June Solnit Sale, et. al. Pasadenai Pacific Oaks
College, 1972.

*i(*Sale,,junq Ibid., page 224.
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an4child care arrangements, r nthr-recruit n day caregivers dcilitate the information

and referral processes by which new arrangements 'axe made.* The proponents of

this approach maintain that' natural helping systems can be found in any community,

and that these systems are' available to assist with a ride range of human problems

and crises. Critical to an understanding of and the success of natural systems

is to recognize that they grow from relationship -- and the ability of human

beings to intervene in a way that does not dictate norms of betvior, but that

tend to transmit 7:sychological support and care, and to encourage individual

health and growth.

We discovered that successful natural systems could be found in day care

centers. Among the centers with which staff members of the Day Care Consultation

Service have worked, both in Net.tY6rk City and elsewhere, some seemed to have

been doing better than others. It was'and still is-difficult to describe that

"doing better" means. Perhaps it is best described as'a feeling, a Gestalt of

caring, stability; iermth, and intimacy.

While "doing better" may be related to such variables as'who controls the

center or who funds the center, something else is keeping those centers from fading

into the humdrum non-caring care for children which works well for the adults but

asks no questions about children, about who they are and what they will become.

This description is from 'Eatchmaking In Neighborhood Day Care" by Arthur Emlem and
Eunice Watson. Corvallis: COntinuing Education Publications, 1971, p. 1. The method
and techniques of intervention used by the ,service have been more fully described in
Alice H. Collins, Eunice Watson,'"The Day Care Neighbor Service: A 'Handbook for the
Organization and Operation of a New Approach to Family Day Care," Portland,
Tri-County Community, 1969.
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These centers seem tq have one thing in common: they p13 had other things

coin: them. They'were A1 not only a dayo care center for tre-school children.

They were :'

- -a food coop

- -a free elementary school

- -accepting toddlers who weren't toilet trained
--accepting infalts
- -accepting handicapped children
- -running after-school programs
--associate and supporting famil:: day care

programs or components
--providing drop-in care
- -bilingual/bicultural centers
- -a babysitting pool

--a community information center on: welfare
housing
health
education .

events .

-- involved in changing the public school;
--providing family health services
--offering new higher educetion opportunities through.

training for staff and parents.

S

The list could go on. But what is significant is not what.they are doing in

'addition.1,o offering day-time care for pre-school children, but that they are

doing it. These additional programs and activitries have grown from relationships

within the centers. They 'ere developed through people in the centers finding

iiitual solutions to their needs. They used their relationships to expand people's

abilities to meet their familiesineeds and to expand kith.

These additional programs,and-activities were developed in spite of pressure

from government to exist only as a narrowly defined day care center and even to

eliminate all other aspects of the program.
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:any 'centers have added additional programs a.-.d activities; they feel these.

additions are iliwortant,but they don't yet know uhy. We believe that if they

Understood how important relationships, are to creating and maintaining all aspects

of their centers, including the classrooms, it could be easier to continue to

,

clarify and build for themselves ways by which kith relgtionships and bitual

-supporfsystelas could continue to develop, ways to resist government pressure

that would stagnate and nairav the center, and ways to aCcomodate government
. .

requirements which do no-t, des-ery relationships. Thus, parent participation
.

described as a kith-building activity has a broad political significance. It is

an activity through which people can help strengthen and build the human relation.:

ships they needito help make life more enjoyable and less burdensome. However,

these are also the relationships people need to creak out of isolation, withstand

DppresSion, and support and emporer them in their efforts to taie control of their

:m lives and the livesof their children.

B. New Institutional Arrangements

Most institutions that people identify as tools for benefiting or protectifig

people's welfare (such as schools, day care centers, hospitals, and governmental,

and private social agencies) tend to become tools for changing people or for

defining what people's needs are. As services become institutionalized, they almost

certainly become Professionalited and specialized. For example, as "friendly

visitors" become family case wor4ers, day nurseries become day care centers for

children aged three to five, so also does the institutional definition of need

4*.
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become narrow and specialized.

In order to implement a broader role for parents and to support a constellation

of child rearing activities, new institutional arrangements are required. Such

arrangements must provide environments for practitioners and parents to share their

viempoints land understandings in noutlIal3y supportive ways. Without such

environme is aid new arrangements, comprehensive child care will be difficult to

achieve.
1

The xfrofessionalization and specialization of various aspects of child rearing
7

havafragtenting effects on the efforts of families to rear their children in

continuous, cohesive waysz This fragmentation ultimately devalues the role of the

parent. When helping services are narrowly conceived and provided to individual

family members by random specialists, they weaken, rather than strengthen, family

and community ties, isolate individuals and make them more vulnerable to the control

of institutions and government. When helping services are of this character,

client (non-professional) and helper (professional) are divided and insensitive to

one another. Whatever differences there may be between them in class, race or

4

sex are exacerbated, which tends to perpetuate injustice and inequality.

In child care, when the definition of need adopted by a day dare center begins to

conflict with that of the family, an important separation occurs. What the center

does for children becomes specialized and separate from mhat a family does. Teacher

and parent are separated and polarized as provider and consumer, specialist and

layperson. A broad view of the role of parents becomes increasingly difficult.

0 1)
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What ferny day care, in contrast to group day carein centers, seems to

preserve is a unity of definit-ion of need betigeen the parent and the caregiver.

In its more institutionalized set up, the day care center cannot be as, flexible in

hours and in age range. It is harder to satisfy the individual child's schedule

for sleep, feeding, and toilet-training, or the care of a mildly sick or recuperating

child. And especia.;_ly when family day care is a private arrangement between parents

and caregiver, there is almost certainly no judgmental element in accepting the

family's statement that they do indeed need child care.

The new institutional arrangements that we are describing are attempts to

create situations and environments in which the institutional specialists (teachers,

doctors, and other providers of services) and the clients (children, parents and

family members) can meet in mutually helpfUl l!ays. The purpose of these new

arrangements are to enable the clients' needs to be broadly defined both by the

specialists . and by the clients themselves. This can happen in a day care center,

for exen-ole, when parents and teachers can interact about their needs and the

children's needs. Yet, as this proposal has pointed out, such dialogue and ,

interaction is not only difficult to achieve within a narrowly conceived day

care center, it is often prohibited. Such interaction is also impossible in a

busy health clinic which places responsibilities for care totally upon the

doctors, and ',There all other.activity is designed to bring together patient and

doctor (and sometimes only symptom and doctor) for the most gfficient treatment.

What nay be gained in narrow efficiency may be lost in total effectiveness..
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These new arrangements include both new relationships between institutions-,

and new internal structures for existing institutions. The support and accrediting

of the in-service training and B.A. degree programs at four day care centers by

Bank Street College and other colleges is one example of a new relationship. An

example of a new internal structure is reorganization of a day care center to,

make its structure and administration less hierarchical and to facilitate
A

parent-staff interaction.

Within a day care center the administrative structure of the setting has

N

enormous impact on the teacher-child relationship, the parent-teacher relationship,

and on the curriculum. Yet teacher training institutionstand most of society

focus almost entirely on the teacher-child interaction and the curriculum, and

almost not at all on the enormous influences of the organization and administration

of the' institution (the school or center) or the purposes of the legislation by

and through which the institution (a center) is created and funded. Mich of our

work with board members, staff members, and parents from New York City centers

will include helping them deepen their understandings.and make the connections

between' administrative structure and durriculum, and to create new structures that

facilitate relationship-building and expand opportunities for support by centers.

We believe that by working with community and pgrent groups and Otllers who

are already operating innovative programs, by helping them clarify their vision. of

what child care could be and should be, and to develop new alternatives, we can

best use our experiences and resources to affect the development of new approaches,

nerAyaograms, and new policies for child care.
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In attempting to make comprehensive child care possible for families, new

institutional arrangements and structures are important. They can support a broad

view of the role of parents, aid with parents in that role they can create

the situations and settings in :.which people can strengthen and build human

relationships. But most importantly these are also arrangements necessary to

provide the Information, shills, resources, and opportunities which enable people-
-

to better use their relationships to improve,their lives aid the manner.by which

00
4±eatsmilrise control over their lives.
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